DISPUTES RESOLUTION ASSOCIATE

This is an exciting opportunity to work with a leading Indonesian commercial law firm, Hiswara
Bunjamin & Tandjung (HBT). HBT provides high quality, innovative Indonesian legal services,
based on informed and commercially relevant local knowledge.
Through our longstanding association with leading global law firm Herbert Smith Freehills, we offer
clients an unrivalled combination of first-class local knowledge and the highest international
standards in client care and sector expertise - a combination which has helped many major global
companies navigate the legal, regulatory and business challenges of working in Indonesia. Our
Jakarta office includes long-term international counsel seconded from Herbert Smith Freehills,
while Herbert Smith Freehills' Singapore office includes Indonesian lawyers and recognised
Indonesia specialists.

To be successful in this role, you will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two to eight years of experience as a dispute resolution lawyer.
Indonesian qualified.
Fluency in English (spoken and written).
Demonstrable experience in delivering technical advice on a range of general commercial
litigation and/or arbitration. Any experience in other specific areas of practice is a plus.
An excellent academic record coupled with strong legal skills and a practical mindset.
An ability to work to tight timeframes, collaboratively and at times autonomously.
Exceptional communication and time-management skills.

If you have what it takes to be part of us, please send your application letter and CV in English and
your academic transcripts to recruitment@hbtlaw.com with the email subject of: Dispute Associate
- <<Your Name>>

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
We aim to have a diverse, innovative culture where high performance, client focus and highly
engaged people are our differentiator and where we celebrate the uniqueness of our people. Our
firm is made up of people with a range of experience and backgrounds. We strive to ensure that
our inclusive environment means our people feel valued and able to perform at their best by being
their authentic selves at work. We know that our future success not only depends on being
innovative and progressive in the changing legal market but, most importantly, on our people
feeling engaged.
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